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Nuneaton and Bedworth BC – Corporate Peer Challenge Progress Review 
 
Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council (NBBC) commissioned its first LGA Corporate 
Peer Challenge (CPC) in September 2021.  The new administration gained control in May 
2021 and the CPC represented an opportunity to “open up to external feedback and fresh 
ideas about the next steps we can take as we look to build a better borough”.  Through this 
progress review the peer team heard how the CPC has been an important opportunity to do 
just that. 
 
Following the CPC NBBC published the report and developed an action plan in response to 
the 10 recommendations made by the peer team.  The action plan was jointly produced by 
the Corporate Management Team (CMT) and Cabinet and was approved by Cabinet in 
November 2021.  Progress has been continually monitored by the council, including being 
the focus of the joint Cabinet and CMT Awayday in January.  The council continues to 
engage LGA support in a number of ways including: on the delivery of an ongoing 
programme of Member development; through the Leadership programmes; and bespoke 
support for the council covering social media and scrutiny as part of the LGA’s sector-led 
support offers.   
 
The CPC process includes a progress review, providing space for NBBC’s senior leadership 
to update peers on its improvement journey.  Working in collaboration with the LGA peer 
team the progress review process was designed to allow the council to reflect on the value of 
the CPC, the impact it has already had and the future improvements planned.  This session 
provided peers with an overview of progress since the peer challenge, including the status of 
actions against the recommendations and an opportunity for further discussion.  The review 
included the council’s Cabinet and CMT and the following members of the original CPC peer 
team: 
 
 Cllr Peter Fleming - Leader, Improvement & Innovation Portfolio Holder (Sevenoaks DC) 
 Jeff Stack - CEX, (Broxbourne BC) 
 Sanjit Sull - Monitoring Officer, Borough Solicitor, Service Manager – Chief Executives 

Department (Rushcliffe BC) 
 James Millington – Adviser (LGA) 
 
 
In preparation for the progress review, NBBC provided the peer team with pre-reading 
including an update on the recommendations via an action plan alongside key Cabinet 
reports and documents.  Discussion at the session was focused on the progress to date on 
the addressing the recommendations.  The peer team were struck by the commitment of the 
council in responding to the findings of the CPC and the progress made within the last six 
months, especially given some of the ongoing impacts of Covid-19.  The peer team heard 
how NBBC has made good progress against the recommendations in this time and has plans 
in place to maintain this momentum. 
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Key discussion points are highlighted below against each of the recommendations: 
 
Recommendation 1 – Continue to capitalise on the positive progress made with 
cabinet member and senior management relationships, and embed across the 
organisation to develop positive relations more widely 
The peer team heard that NBBC has maintained good progress in building senior Member 
and officer relationships through ongoing regular meetings and Leadership Board.  A 
successful Awayday which further strengthened relationships was held in January, with 
another planned for September 2022 which will focus on 2023/24 budget setting and ensure 
strategic alignment across the organisation.  The peer team see this approach as an 
important building block for the organisation and encourage the council to maintain its 
commitment to this. 
 
Recommendation 2 - Progress plans to meet the future financial challenges including 
the development of the three year MTFS (Medium Term Financial Strategy) and plans 
for income, savings and investments 
The three year MTFS is being developed and the appointment of a new Director of Finance 
and Enterprise, joining the council at the start of May, will be leading the work of progressing 
this.  NBBC approved the Enterprise Strategy in November 2021 and the adoption of 
‘Enterprise’ in the Director of Finance and Enterprise’s job title is seen as an important signal 
around the importance of this to the future of NBBC.  The council will want to maintain its 
focus on this recommendation and the peer team agree that the appointment of the new 
Director in delivering a new approach in maximising income and sweating financial assets is 
essential for the organisation. 
 
Recommendation 3 - Finalise the new corporate plan and ensure this supports the 
priorities of the council, is widely consulted on with partners and communicated for 
clarity across the council 
The Building a Better Future plan has now been through an external and internal consultation 
process, including the Leader and Deputy CEX jointly presenting to scrutiny committee.  The 
Plan will be considered by Cabinet for approval by Full Council on 20th April.  As part of this 
and to support the priorities of NBBC a review of organisational capacity has led to additional 
allocations in 2022/23 of: £200k for additional regeneration staffing to meet the council’s 
ambitions; £100k for the council’s transformation programme; and an increase in 
Communications and Marketing team resources. 
 
Recommendation 4 - Ensure staff recruitment and retention is linked to the People 
Strategy and underlying policies 
The peer team heard how this is still in progress but that updating the policies and 
procedures remains important to the council.  It is also committed to explaining the benefits 
of working for NBBC, outside of the financial benefits.  NBBC has so far established an 
Employment Committee which has developed a programme to review HR policies, and a 
new People Strategy is to be agreed in June.  NBBC is still faced with some recruitment 
difficulties and recognises that there is a need to do more to attract talent and this will be 
articulated in the People Strategy.  Recently the council has started to attend recruitment 
fairs, restarted its apprenticeship scheme and is now part of the LGA’s National Graduate 
Development Programme.  The peer team encourage NBBC to develop the People Strategy 
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and apply the learning from its recent experiences of successfully recruiting staff, including 
through its use of social media. 
 
Recommendation 5 - Provide clarity on the council’s future direction re: Covid-19 
recovery e.g. next steps for agile working versus on site in the Town Hall 
This has been impacted by the Omicron Covid-19 variant and the impact of Plan B.  
However, the DSE assessment programme to assess officers’ current physical work 
locations and their needs on a longer term basis is being rolled out.  This will be addressed 
through the development of the People’s Strategy (recommendation 4). 
 
Recommendation 6 - Complete the development of some of the key strategies e.g. 
Economic Development Strategy, Town Centre Strategy. 
The Economic Development Strategy is on track for finalisation in June 2022, and is currently 
being consulted with Members and private sector stakeholders.  The Town Centre Strategy 
will have a Supplementary Planning Document – and this is being consulted with 
stakeholders – for completion by the end of June.  The Capital and Asset Management 
Strategy will be produced in line with the MTFS and the aims of the Building A Better 
Borough (BABB) Strategy. 
 
For Nuneaton town centre there are plans in place for: Abbey Street; Vicarage Street where 
Warwickshire County Council and NBBC have been making some key decisions, as well as 
with other partners on medical facilities; the Museum and Art Gallery; and the Bridge to 
Living scheme to be delivering in the next 4 years, in addition to the transport hub.  The 
council have plans for Bedworth which will be clearer in 3/6 months - but since the CPC it 
has been successful in attracting £14.95m through its Levelling Up Fund application for the 
Bedworth physical activity hub and are now working towards commencing development 
onsite in Sept/Oct 2022. 
 
The regeneration and development opportunities present exciting prospects for the borough 
and the peer team would encourage NBBC to consider how it can more clearly articulate its 
overall vision and the phasing of the schemes to better tell the story of what it is delivering, 
and how. 
 
Recommendation 7 - Ensure key projects have a clear purpose i.e. maximise income 
generation opportunities, social value etc 
NBBC is reviewing its project management methodology to support the effective planning 
and delivery of major projects.  The original timescales have slipped on this from the end of 
February 2022 but is now almost complete.  To support training, external resources will used 
where needed and discussions have been held with other organisations to provide some 
additional support on options appraisals and the potential of short term contracting of officers 
from other agencies for meeting specific project management support needs.  The peer team 
supports NBBC’s approach to this and agree this is essential to ensure that the council is 
able to effectively deliver its projects. 
 
Recommendation 8 - Consider the effective and consistent use of appropriate data to 
inform decision making 
The council is reviewing its use of performance information so metrics are specific to the 
needs of the organisation and relevant for the intended audience, in particular for scrutiny 
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committees.  It is also reviewing the systems used for data capture and collation to ensure 
accuracy to inform decision making.  The peer team encourage NBBC to continue with its 
plans to consider scrutiny as part of this. 
 
Recommendation 9 - Undertake a residents’ survey 
NBBC has undertaken a consultation for the BABB Strategy.  However, a more structured 
survey will be delivered in summer 2022 and will inform the budget setting process. 
 
Recommendation 10 - Review the internal and external approach to communications 
to ensure this supports priorities and ambitions 
A new Communications and Marketing Strategy has been developed and NBBC has 
increased the officer resources in the Communications Team.  Internally, the council 
continues to: circulate a monthly employee bulletin; ensure regular (at least monthly) team 
meeting are held across the council; and deliver the Leader’s quarterly employee update.  
Externally, NBBC is expanding the use of vlogs by senior Members and officers as part of its 
approach to update on key council messages.  The peer team support what NBBC has in 
place and its approach for expanding its approach to communications.  With all of the 
planned changes the borough is an exciting place to be and NBBC has a good story to tell 
externally on what it is delivering – and this may also help to meet some of the recruitment 
challenges by attracting talent to be part of delivering this. 
 
 
Future Support 
 
It is recognised that senior political and managerial leadership will want to consider and 
reflect on these findings.  In order to support transparency, the council is advised to publish 
this letter.  Helen Murray, Principal Adviser for the West Midlands and North West regions is 
the main contact between your authority and the Local Government Association.  Helen is 
available to discuss any further support the council requires, Helen.murray@local.gov.uk. 


